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We’ve always believed that the lure of 
food will activate the brain into being 
doubly productive! Consequently Marina 
held a breakfast workshop session for the 
Gauteng based members of our Sectional 
Title department at her home. 

This rendezvous gave us the opportunity to 
consolidate ideas, analyse where we

1. Food for Thought...

can improve, and motivate ourselves to greater heights. Our National offices 
will have their own workshops and all link into our once a week Tuesday 
operational meeting. Our vision, which came from the exchange of ideas, is to 
place ourselves in the best possible position to make a positive difference in the 
lives of people living in Sectional Title and Cluster developments. Every action 
we take must embrace that vision, and we are happy to say that each staff 
member has bought enthusiastically into our goals.

2. Proactive Trustees

BBM’s Marina Constas, Marianette Bubb 
and Sheena Groenewald recently paid a 
visit to Leopard Rock Body Corporate, a 
building in the South of Johannesburg to 
meet with, and have a Q & A session with 
the Trustees. Our team was impressed by 
how well run the complex is despite their 
limited resources.
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3. NAMA News
As you should all know by now, NAMA (the National Association of Managing Agents) 
plays an active role in our industry in regulating and educating our Managing Agents. 
We are strong supporters of NAMA, and appreciate their valuable input. We also 
encourage owners to ensure that their Managing Agents are NAMA members. We 
are delighted, on their behalf, to announce the first National NAMA Conference to 
be held at Ekudeni Conference Centre in Gauteng from 6th – 7th May 2011. The 
program features nine sessions with exposure to interactive workshops from leading 
sector experts. Marina will be a speaker on the 6th of May. She joins amongst 
others, Mr Francesco Andreone, executive member of the National Community 
Titles Institute in Australia, Professor Corrie Van Der Merwe, Professor Graham 
Paddock, Tertius Marée, Mike Addison and double Olympic Champion – Penny 
Heyns. We look forward to meeting you all there!

4. Could your Errant Tenant Land you in Jail?
We are constantly approached by owners, 
Managing Agents and disgruntled residents 
alike to have obnoxious tenants “removed” 
from a building. 

In fact, we are currently conducting arbitration 
proceedings against an owner whose tenant 
has been a bad apple in the complex since 
he moved in. He has threatened and verbally 
abused several residents and a case of theft 
has been opened against one of his children!! 

Whilst we cannot understand how an individual can carry on in such a manner, what 
we find even more bizarre is that despite warnings, letters of demand and arbitration 
notices being issued to the owner, the tenant has neither been evicted, nor even warned 
to desist from continuously breaking the conduct rules of the complex!! (See below for 
the outcome of this case.) 
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It must be borne in mind that there exists no legal connection between a body 
corporate and a tenant, thus any transgressions or misconduct of the tenant will 
be taken up against the owner, who will also be liable, in terms of Prescribed 
Management Rule 31 (5) of the Sectional Titles Act, to pay the costs associated 
with such misdemeanors. As far as we are aware, a tenant is not supposed to cost 
an owner money, quite the opposite in fact!! 

Should our arbitration go in our favour (and they almost always do!!) we will advise 
our client to have the award made and order of the High Court. By so doing, should 
the tenant continue with his errant ways, the owner of the unit in question could 
find himself in contempt of the High Court and in possession of a hefty fine or a jail 
sentence!!!

We thus urge owners who rent out their units, to be ultra-vigilant and screen their 
tenants thoroughly as they could otherwise find themselves behind bars!!

4. Errant Tenants (cont.)

BREAKING NEWS AND A GREAT PRECEDENT FOR SECTIONAL TITLE 
ARBITRATIONS

Congratulations to Grant Morgan of our offices for obtaining a favorable award 
for the abovementioned Arbitration. A settlement was reached at the hearing, 
and was made part of the Arbitrator’s Award, in which the owner agreed to give 
his tenant notice with immediate effect, failing which to commence eviction 
proceedings against him by no later than 28th February 2011!! 

This is a remarkable victory for the Sectional Title industry and goes to show 
that an owner’s right to live in a peaceful and harmonious environment must be 
fiercely protected at all times.
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5.  Thulani Bantwana
  

BBM is currently committed to assisting the Thulani Bantwana Orphanage – 
NPO Number 061-439-NPO. The aim is to share the energy which we have and 
to become involved in a cause central to our hearts...vulnerable children. 

Thulani Bantwana is situated on an open piece of farm land approximately 
40km’s south of Johannesburg, going towards Vereeniging where Miriam and 
Sam Tshabalala (together with their daughters Martha and Bongi) have created 
a haven of hope for children whose hope has been stolen away. With the very 
little that the Tshabalala’s have, they opened their home to a few children who 
were intermittently dropped off there by social workers or police officials.  In most 
cases parents died from HIV.

Thulani Bantwana is more than just a sanctuary, it is home.  When you visit, it 
is initially with the feeling that you are going there to give to the less fortunate.  
It never ceases to amaze us however, that when you leave, it is you who have 
actually received so much more than you would have thought.

One cannot help but be moved by the Tshabalala’s story of courage, in starting 
out in the beginning, more than thirty years ago on untamed land with nothing 
but fierce determination, facing relentless hardship.  
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Thulani Bantwana (cont.)
  

The success story that is emerging as a result of their benevolence can be 
felt in the smiles on the children’s faces and the unmistakable joy of children 
being children.  Ironically, under different circumstances, Thulani Bantwana is a 
wonderful place to grow up in – beautiful large tracts of land, great climate and 
many friends.  The reality however is that these children still live in unacceptable 
conditions, are receiving poor education, and face poverty on a daily basis.

We are in awe that so few could do so much with so little and can only help but 
wonder what they could invariably achieve given proper resources, skills and 
opportunity.

BBM has been working on this project for the last 6 years, and by bringing on our 
own business partners we are making strides in uplifting the young lives at the 
orphanage.  These initiatives include:

• Marina Constas, the head of the Sectional Title Department walking  
 the London Marathon and raising funds for a vehicle which now takes  
 any sick children to the nearby clinic;
• Monthly visits by staff members to take bootloads of clothes, toys,   
 medical supplies and food donated by our staff and friends;
• Assisting with the legalities of a land claim we have instituted on their  
 behalf.
• Starting workshops with the teenagers at the orphanage and attempting  
 to set up long term strategies to assist them with job searches, etc.

At the moment due to a land dispute, we are unable to build permanent structures, 
however a company by the name of Quick Space have kindly donated four huge 
container type rooms to dry wall in order for the children to each have their own 
sleeping space.

Currently the following buildings are found on the campus:-

• Two mud covered brick buildings consisting of a kitchen and a “lounge”.   
 The kitchen operates with gas.
• Two metal buildings with clay floors host the crèches.  They are   
 unbearably hot in summer and freezing in the winter.
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Thulani Bantwana (cont.)
  

• A rondavel with a thatch roof serves as a bathroom.  There is only a  
 ceramic bath in it, with no running water at all. 
• A large building built of mud and sticks.  This is the dormitory.  It   
 contains two large bedrooms with bunk beds and one empty room used  
 as a meeting place.  The building is dark, depressing and smelly.  A  
 solar panel is attached to this building providing enough light for the  
 children to do their homework at night.
• There are several long drops serving as toilets.
• Makeshift materials have been erected as an attempt to keep a few  
 farm  animals secured.

Miriam has managed to grow vegetables, including pumpkins, and in season 
the BBM staff have enjoyed this delicious organic fare. We are all committed to 
addressing the children’s basic needs.  In addition we would like to achieve the 
following:

1. Raise R20 000 per month for operational expenses.
2. Obtain better methods of access from the current water hole.
3. Upgrade the only generator powering the fridge.
4. Provide better protection from the elements as there is one medium  
 size tree for shade and no paving.  The children live in a dustbowl.
5. Pay attention to upgrading toilet facilities.
6. Upgrade the access to education, and implement a system where   
 retired  teachers can attend and lend a hand doing homework.

There are 56 children on the property as we write, ranging in age from a few 
months to 23 years of age.  In addition to looking after these children, Miriam also 
receives a paltry government grant to assist elderly and ill community members 
living in the vicinity.  She does her rounds bathing and feeding them.

The children at Thulani Bantwana and BBM are sure to enjoy a longstanding 
relationship, and who knows... perhaps we can motivate and inspire a few 
youngsters to go into law as a career?

MORE BREAKING NEWS 
Our Pretoria and Cape Town Offices have just completed a “stay-awake” on 3rd 
and 4th February 2011 to raise money for Thulani Bantwana. They worked a 32 
hour shift starting on the morning of the 3rd and worked all the way to close of 
business on the 4th !!! The monetary pledges received will be presented later this 
month.
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6.  Arbitrators not playing the game
  

It’s a really good thing that a Sectional Title Ombudsman will at some point this 
year be appointed.  Particularly in relation to the hearing of disputes.  

If we have to summarise the situation at the moment, Management Rule 71 
deals with the knotty issue of dispute resolution.  The parties, where there is a 
dispute, may agree on an Arbitrator between them, (minimal chance of that) or 
request that the Registrar of Deeds appoint an Arbitrator.  It is questionable in the 
first instance how an individual lands up on the panel from which the Registrars 
appoint.  Apart from me forwarding a CV, I have never heard of any checking for 
credibility from the Deeds office.  

Let’s face it though, the Deeds Office personnel are not particularly thrilled to 
be lumbered with the arduous task (takes about three minutes) of randomly 
choosing a name off a list and sending same to both parties.  On occasion in 
the past we have had to wait for a month or two to obtain an Arbitrator’s name, 
whereas it should take 7 days.  It was only when I got into my car and made an 
appointment with the Chief Registrar that the process was expedited.  So, all in 
all, the sequence of events is not seamless.  

I’m grateful that when the Ombudsman comes into effect, a panel of Sectional 
Title adjudicators will be appointed, who have been properly vetted.  During the 
course of a chat to a greatly respected colleague of mine, Annette Horwitz, the 
other day, we both agreed that the essence of what the Sectional Title legislation 
had envisaged for arbitration has been eroded.  The excitement of a quicker, 
cheaper forum to resolve the consumer type complaints has most recently 
turned rather sour for me.  

Do not misunderstand.  I am, and always will be, a proponent of an arbitration 
as opposed to a court hearing.  There is no doubt in  my mind that a properly 
run arbitration headed up by a robust Arbitrator trumps the Magistrates’ Court 
or High Court process any day of the week.  But, and the big but is, that many 
Arbitrators have lost their way.  

They have become extremely interested in the financial side of the arbitration, 
charging high fees, and often treating the process like High Court litigation.  In 
terms of the Standard Rules of Arbitration, the Arbitrator has the discretion to 
hold the hearing informally, and to dispense with certain Rules of Court.  

In another case, the bill from the Arbitrator amounted to R9,000 before the merits 
of the matter had even been heard, for a preliminary hearing, and a decision on 
a technical point which decision was incorrect in any event.  
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Arbitrators not playing the game (cont.)
  

This, to me, is unacceptable, and has unfortunate implications.  It should be 
that a Sectional Title arbitration be run with the background knowledge of the 
industry.  Clever Arbitrators know that there are a substantial number of matters 
out there, and that they should keep their fees reasonable.  At the most, a 
retainer of R10,000 should be requested.  I ask for R7,000.  A reasonable fee for 
the entire matter, unless same is extremely complex, should be between R8,000 
and R15,000.  

We have a few cowboys out there at the moment who are exceeding that figure 
by far.  This will inevitably be to their detriment, as written complaints to the 
Registrar of Deeds will lead to them not being appointed in future.  Sectional 
Title matters are distinguishable from commercial disputes.  Arbitration in these 
cases is between parties, whether it be owners or trustees, who generally live in 
the same scheme in close proximity.  The types of disputes are often personal 
and fuelled with tension.  These people have to live together long after an award 
is made.  An Arbitrator has a responsibility to hear the matter quickly, without 
creating more stress than necessary.  He must charge a reasonable fee so that 
individuals are encouraged to utilise the process, as opposed to being shocked 
out of their wits by ridiculous bills. 

Hopefully the Ombudsman’s office will resolve this issue.  My only major concern 
is that in terms of the Community Schemes Ombudsman’s Bill, an award will be 
appealable.  Currently the award is not subject to appeal, only to review.  This 
is undeniably a weakness in the legislation.  As the law stands now, the only 
recourse you have to overturn the award, is to approach the High Court on 
the basis that the Arbitrator showed bias, exceeded his powers, or followed the 
incorrect procedure.  The merits of the award cannot be attacked.  With the new 
section of the Act allowing for appeal, we are going to be faced with disgruntled 
losers who will go on appeal, spending more money and dragging matters on 
for months, if not years, which certainly does not bode well for a  harmonious, 
healthy environment within the complex.

So, all in all, we are faced with these daily, ever changing challenges.  If we 
all work constructively together though, future generations will look back and 
admire the way Arbitrators, Attorneys, Managing Agents, and Estate Agents 
made a positive difference in the lives of Sectional Title owners.

Marina Constas 
Director
BBM Inc Attorneys



Rosebank Tel: 011 628 9300
Fax: 011 788 1736 
e-mail: rosebank@bbmlaw.co.za

For more information log on to: 
www.bbmlaw.co.za

OUR BRANCHES:

Bedfordview Tel: 011 622 3622
Fax: 011 622 3623
e-mail: bedfordview@bbmlaw.co.za

Pretoria Tel: 012 321 9000
Fax: 012 321 9020
e-mail: pretoria@bbmlaw.co.za

Cape Town Tel: 021 422 2173
Fax: 021 422 4931
e-mail: capetown@bbmlaw.co.za

Umhlanga 
Tel: 031 566 6769
Fax: 031 566 6763
e-mail: umhlanga@bbmlaw.co.za

Ready to serve…

Nationwide!
Standing: (left to right) Trevor Simon (Jhb); Kelly Northmore 
(Dbn); Jannie Cornelissen (Cpt). Seated: (left to right) Emile 
Strydom (Pta); Marina Constas (Jhb).


